


Subscriptions are universal for established titles of traditional publishers. 



OA? Publish in a new journal with little or no reputation, or pay additional fee to 
publish OA in a traditional journal



Today: transformations are converting subscription payments into OA publishing 
payments.  New vision: pay to publish, then read for free

All of Germany & Sweden & Hungary & UC canceled ELS subscription and 
prepared to go forward without 

For first time, ELS exploring and signing transformative agreements

Many major publishers, including big 4, have started signing transformative 
deals: Wiley, Springer, ACS, IOP, Karger, OUP, RSC, Sage, T&F, de Gruyter



UC is just one of the players, but we’re a pretty big one, and that’s the 
story I’m here to tell you
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First let me provide a blindingly quick history of OA
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First let me provide a blindingly quick history of OA
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Authors of non-commercial scholarly work should post to an open access server
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Open access to be achieved by combination of self-archiving and new OA journals
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Green is an overlay system, add-on cost, and neither immediate nor version 
of record

Pure OA journals did not have reputation and could not easily attract top 
quality editorial boards or reviewers to gain that reputation

Paying Gold fees to trad'l journals creates double dipping and has put the 
full funding burden on authors in some regions (including US)
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OA2020 is an EOI signed by over 125 scholarly institutions. 

It reads, in part... [CLICK]
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Now let me tell you how we built the necessary coalition across these 10 institutions
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10 (!) campuses, plus 5 outside UC



Simultaneously, working at the systemwide level…



For a true systemwide coalition, and one that could undertake dramatic action, 
needed simultaneous engagement by

[CLICK] faculty
libraries
administration

Worked simultaneously and collaboratively to develop the coalition strategic plan
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All 10 libraries joined in publishing the Pathways to OA strategic plan

[HOLD] The systemwide faculty senate library committee published [CLICK]

And the systemwide provost's library advisory committee -- with leadership 
representatives from faculty, libraries and administration -- published [CLICK]
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Now, over 2 years, we had built a coalition across all 10 campuses, and across 
faculty, libraries and administrations to pursue the goals of OA2020, and a strategic 
plan to do so.  

Let me say a few words about what we called for in our strategic roadmap.



Green: higher deposit compliance; automatic publisher deposit; etc.
Gold with APCs: 80 / 20 – convert them and problem solved – come back to this
Gold without APCs: Encourage funders to pay directly; support consortial 

“subscribe to open”
Universal: Invest in open infrastructure to support OA publishing; improve 

metrics to reduce reliance on prestige titles



With coalition formed and strategy plans published, UC moved 
immediately into action to accelerate OA

I will devote the rest of this talk to an overview of those actions we've 
taken in the past year



125 participants from 75 institutions
Meeting to find common interest groups and commit to action



3 summit meetings with top negotiators from major European consortia 
negotiating transformative agreements

Active participant in activities to grow and strengthen OA2020 community



Just since we terminated negotiations with ELS at the start of March we've 
presented to major library and funding agency meetings to advise on how to 
negotiate transformative agreements

[NB: SANLIC is last]



A few weeks ago we published a toolkit to support those negotiating 
transformative agreements with publishers

I’ll be talking through some of the lessons we’ve learned in my later 
presentations

I encourage all of you to download a copy, or view it online



For the last section of this talk I will give you a brief report on our negotiations with 
Elsevier and others

We committed to launch transformative negotiations with about 8-10 publishers\

Objective: 1-3 agreements plus Elsevier.
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Other problems: 
OA excludes Cell, Lancet, many (> 400?) society 
journals

Forego perpetual access to many journals
No workflow support for Library to cover unfunded 
authors

Indicated some willingness to move on these, but $$ gap huge





We had strong faculty leadership participation in coalition, strategy development 
and negotiation.  But….all the rest.  

CANNOT OVEREMPHASIZE

● Not easy (develop a comprehensive Comms strategy, multiple channels)
● Built communications into EVERYTHING we did  -- on agenda of every meeting 

[CLICK]

[CLICK] PUBLIC MEDIA: Perhaps the best way to reach the most faculty (virality)





Their stock has since risen to higher levels, but there are many things that 
determine stock prices

Key: investors believed our action resulted in a major drop in expected future 
profits -- strong pressure on Elsevier to do something different
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CEO Ron Mobed sudden "retirement" announced mid-January, just after we, MPS 
and Hungary terminated licenses
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CLICK 1: In April, after canceling in March, Norway signed ELS's first-ever PAR

CLICK 2: In May, a year after cancelation, Sweden agreed to resume negotiations, 
but with a published joint statement with ELS saying negotiation going 
forward would be about a PAR
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All of these -- essentially all of the major non-ELS publishers -- have signed 
transformative agreements with some of their customers
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In addition to the published statements of support (18 at last count), many N 
American universities have started or are preparing transformative 
agreement negotiations with ELS and others
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We believe the tipping point is near -- that we are going to flip the industry to 
open access.  

We look forward to working with you to support S. Africa as it joins the growing 
international tipping point coalition
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